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The Psychological Odyssey of 1909:
Carl Gustav Jung's Pivotal Encounter with
Sigmund Freud during their
Journey to America
by William E. Herman
and Axel Fair-Schulz

The year 1909 proved decisive for our relationship. - Carl Gustav
Jung's autobiography.
Memories, Dreams, Reflections (1961)

M any volumes in the scholarly literature explore the
complex evolution of the relationship between Carl Gustav Jung
and Sigmund Freud as well as the eventual split between these two
influential contributors to psychoanalytic thought and more generally
to the field of psychology and other academic fields/professions. The
events that tran sp ired during the seven-week journey from Europe to
America and back in the autumn of 1909 would serve as a catalyst to
not only re-direct the lives of Jung and Freud along different paths ,
but also re-shape the roadmap of psychoanalytic thinking, clinical
applications, and psychology. The 1909 visit was instrumental in
further strengthening psychoanalytic thought in America , while
simultaneously loosening the lynch-pins holding together Jung and
Freud's increasingly fragile relationship.
We hope to offer evidence that 1909 was not only a decisive
year in psychology at large, but also contributed to a divisive trend in
their relationship. Our analysis of the Jung/Freud relationship focuses
upon well-documented and jointly experienced events, rather than an
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attempt to outline every aspect of the trip . Readers can make their
own judgements regarding the nature of the complex and dynamically
changing relationship between Jung and Freud.

The Freud/Jung Split:
From Friends and Confidants to Enemies
The personal and professional breakup of Freud and Jung
represented not just a small fracture, but an expansive fault zone. The
sojourn to America in 1909 occurred when this pair of psychoanalysts
developed an intensive close personal and professional relationship .
By 1913 an irreconcilable rift had developed. In today' s social media
vernacular, Freud had to find a way to "un-friend" Jung. Even our
current modernity has not solved the process of such intensive status
changes in human relationships .
The end of the Jung/Freud relationship came in 1913, when
much more than theoretical divergence reinforced their irreconcilable
differences. Freud wrote to Jung in January of 19 I 3: " I propose that
we abandon our relations entirely. I shall lose nothing by it, for my
own emotional tie with you has long been a thin thread - the lingering
effects of past disappointments." 1 Even decades later, Freud would look
at his former friend and protege with deep suspicion and bitterness .
Breger described how Jung and a friend, Franz Riklin , Jr., in 1938
devised a plan where Franz personally visited Freud in Vienna to give
him $10 ,000 of their own money to escape oppressive Nazi tyranny.
Freud met Franz at the door, turned him away, saying "I refuse to be
beholden to my enemies." 2 Jung wrote to Freud on January 6, 1913:
"I accede to your wish that we abandon our personal relations , for I
never thrust my friendship on anyone." 3

1
William McGuire , ed . The Freud/Jung Lellers: Th e Correspondence between
Sigmund Freud and C . G. Jung , trans . Ralph Manheim and R . F. C . Hull , (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1974), 539 .
2
Loui s Breger, Freud: Darkness in the Midst of Vision (New York , NY: John
Wiley & Sons , Inc. , 2000) , 359 .
3
McGuire , 540.
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Due to the powerful professional positions held by Jung
and Freud within the psychoanalytic movement, psychology, and
related academic fields, this split was to influence the lives and views
of many others. As Pierce pointed out , Jung's focus upon the soul
and spirituality and Freud's focus upon more empirical and secular
concerns meant, "their split made it difficult for a unified vision or
a healing of this wound to occur." 4 Stolorow suggested theoretical
differences associated with each man's personal history and innermost
identity caused this breakup. 5
Kerr in his book, A Most Dangerous Method, examined the
origins and future prospects of psychoanalysis and suggested that
psychoanalysis early on "ceased to be merely a clinical method-it
was never a science-and became instead both a movement and a
Weltanschauung ." 6
Ultimately , what broke them up was not their sexual secrets;
these they had already fought to a draw in 1909 . Nor was it
the difference in their religions traditions; that too , had been
put to discussion in 1909 and seemingly resolved . Nor was
it even their very real intellectual disagreements about how
best to develop the cannon of interpretation; these were longstanding and always secondary to the political advantages of
continuing their association. What forced them apart was
when these three different realms-the sexual, the religious,
the theoretical - became hopelessly intertwined , and they
could no longer talk about them. Not to each other and not
to anyone else. 7

Our goal in this article is not to explore all of the multifaceted
dimensions or explanations of the split between Freud and Jung .
Instead, our task will be to highlight events during this famous 1909
visit to America that might shed light on what preceded the eventual
breakup roughly three years after this American trip .
5
Robert D . Stolorow, Faces in a Cloud: lntersubjectivity in Personality Theory
(Northva le, NJ: Aronson, 1993).
6
John Kerr, A Most Dangerous Method: The Story of Jung, Freud , and Sabina
Spielrein (New York, NY: Alfred A . Knopf, 1993) , 511 . Weltans chauung essentially
means a systematic worldview.
7
Kerr, 511 .
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Background for the 1909 Trip to America
Carl G. Jung (1875-1961) was the Swiss founder of Jungian
psychology who was invited to the Clark University 20 th Anniversary
Celebration in Worcester, Massachusetts , during the fall of 1909.
He offered three lectures (on the word association method and the
psychology of childhood) and accepted an honorary degree. As a
small private, non-sectarian, teaching and research university founded
in 1887, Clark University held a unique history. Originally established
as the first all-graduate school in the United States of America, not
offering undergraduate programs until 1902, it ranks as the second
oldest university in the country to grant graduate degrees (Johns
Hopkins University being the oldest). Jung's groundbreaking research
on reaction times that indicated evidence for unconscious processes
had caught the attention of Clark University President and well-known
psychologist, G. Stanley Hall. At the young age of 34, Jung had two
traveling companions from the Austo-Hungarian Empire for the trip to
America: Sigmund Freud (the 53-year old venerable Viennese founder
of psychoanalysis) and Sandor Ferenczi (a 36-year old psychoanalyst
from Budapest).
Our usage of the term "America" in the title and text of this
article does not merely refer to the United States of America, but
evokes a broader sense of North America. The rationale for this is
because the three travelers briefly visited Canada, and Ernest Jones
from the University of Toronto traveled with the group and attended
the Clark Lectures. In a limited , but important sense at this critical
point in history, the trio of European psychoanalysts truly had a North
American adventure.
Carl G. Jung began studying medicine at the University of
Basel in 1895 and began working at the Burgholzli Psychiatric
Hospital in Zurich in 1900. His Hospital Director, Eugen Bleuler,
was already well aware of the Austrian neurologist, Sigmund Freud.
Jung completed his 1903 dissertation titled: On the Psychology and
Pathology of So-Called Occult Phenomena and three years later sent
a copy of his new book, Diagnostic Association Studies, to Freud
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol54/iss2/4
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(w ho had already purchased a copy of this book on his own). A close
personal and professional relationship soon developed through written
correspondence.
During March of 1907 , Jung and Freud met face-to-face for
the first time in Vienna, and their continuous dialogue lasted some
13 hours. A Viennese "fly on the wall" might have interpreted this
marathon conversation as a sign of the relationship's vitality with the
inference that it would last forever. Sigmund Freud, some 19 years older
than Jung , eventually spoke of Carl G. Jung as his "Crown Prince,"
since he could further extend the influence of psychoanalysis from
Jewish to Christian circles and protect the psychoanalytic movement
from internal or external attack. Freud encountered considerable
opposition to his radical ideas regarding human sexuality, and this
led him into a very protectionist position. Freud's concern here is not
primarily about religious and doctrinal issues, but Jewish and Christian
identities defined in cultural terms. He did not want psychoanalysis
to be conflated with Jewish cultural sensibilities and thus especially
welcomed new supporters from Christian backgrounds.
After G. Stanley Hall shifted the visitation date to September
and increased the travel stipend, Sigmund Freud accepted the offer
to visit Clark University on February 28, 1909 . The following
month (March), Freud invited Sandor Ferenczi to accompany him to
America. Carl G . Jung and his wife, Emma, visited Freud in Vienna
for four days in late March. On June 12, 1909 , Jung received his
invitation to the Clark University 20 th Anniversary Celebration in
New England. Rosenzweig outlined the possible evidence that Freud
might have had a "behind the scenes" hand in President G. Stanley
Hall offering the Clark invitation to Jung as a younger protegee
destined for sig nificant contributions in the psychoanalytic field. 8
Jung clearly understood the importance of this Clark invitation
when he wrote to Freud about the need to attend "because of the
echo it would arouse in Europe ... " 9 The European reception of
8

Saul Rosenzweig , The Historic Expedition to America ( 1909): Freud, Jung and
Hall the King-maker (St. Louis, MO: Rana House, 1994) , 37.
9
McGuire, 195.
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psychoanalysis was waning, but if these ideas were to take root and
flourish in the United States of America, even Europe would have to
re-evaluate the importance of such theories.

The European Setting in 1909
World War I would erupt five years after Jung and Freud's
visit to America and accelerate into what the noted historian Eric
Hobsbawm has aptly called the "Age of Extremes," where nationalism,
imperialism, and socio-economic dislocation would amplify a cycle of
destruction and instability that is still with us today_ Io The year 1909
witnessed some warning signs of this coming global storm, such as the
infamous Naval Scare between the British and the German empires,
which were both involved in a volatile naval arms race that would
contribute to the outbreak of war in 1914. In 1909, the German emperor
also appointed Theobald von Bethmann-Hollweg as new chancellor.
The latter headed the German government when war was declared .
Last, but not least, 1909 was the year the Italian Futurists published
their influential manifesto, which illustrated how crypto-Fascist ideas
started to penetrate the intellectual and artistic climate of Italy and
beyond.
Change was in the air for Europeans as they started asking
questions like: What does it mean to be German, French, British,
Italian, etc.? Issues of national identity became more important to
citizens and those with wealth found that travel within Europe for
specialized medical treatment was now possible.II We even see this
phenomenon in the psychoanalytic field where the "Zurich school"
of Eugene Bleuler and Carl Jung gained ground in competition for
dominance over the "Viennese school" of Sigmund Freud and his
colleagues to become the international center for psychoanalysis.

10

Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Extremes: A History of the World, 1914-199 1
(New York, NY: Vintage Books , 1996).
11
For a good overview of the proliferation of medical spas in late I 9' h and
early 20 th century Europe, see David Clay Large, The Grand Spas of Central Europe:
A History of intrigue, Politics, Art, and Healing (Lanham , MD: Rowan & Littlefie ld,
2015).
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Sabina Spielrein's Encounters with Jung and Freud
In a prelude to our 1909 travel saga , one of Carl Jung 's female
patients , Sabina Spielrein, will be of particular importance as our story
unfolds. She was born in 1885 to Russian-Jewish parents, suffered
from an intensive nervous disorder (hysteria), and acted as Carl
Jun g's initial test case for employing the psychoanalytic method when
Spielrein was admitted to Burgholzli Hospital in 1904 . Her wealthy
parents lived in Rostov-on-Don near the Black Sea in Russia, but sent
their daughter to Switzerland for treatment. She was officially released
from the institution in June of 1905. While sti ll a patient under Jung 's
supervis ion , the relationship became more personal and loving than
professional, although readers should note this occurred before the
boundaries of acceptable therapist/client relationships had evolved.
Jun g put an end to the affa ir, after this inappropriate relationship
was made public. Spielrein, Freud, and Jung exchanged several
letters seeking to resolve this problematic "countertransference"
dilemma-where the therapi st (Jung) fell in love with his patient
and " transference" where the client (Spielrein) fell in love with her
therapist. Jun g's affair and the initial correspondence between thi s
famous trio took place immediately prior to the voyage to America in
1909. Freud had condemned Jung's inappropriate and unprofessional
actions prior to the trip, but also sought to protect Jung's professional
reputation.
Spiel rein studied medicine in Zilrich, Switzerland, after being
released from care. She worked with Jung on her dissertation and
eventually became a psychoanalyst in Geneva. During the 1920's, she
worked with Jean Piaget and served as Piaget 's analyst. 12 Later, she
moved back to her native country in 1923, which in the meantime had
become the Soviet Union, where she focused upon child psychology,
and mentored the famous psychologists Lev Vygotsky (a Marxist)
and Alexander Luria. Nazi troops tragically executed Spielrein and

12
Marie J. Santiago-Delefosse and J. M . Delafosse , "Spielrein , Piaget and
Vy gotsky: Three Positions on Child Thought and Language," Theory & Psychology ,
12(2002): 723-47.
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her two daughters when they invaded the Soviet city of Rostov-onDon in 1942.

The American Odyssey Begins
Jung, Freud, and Ferenczi made preparations to meet in the
city of Bremen in northwestern Germany, near the North Sea. They
booked First Class passage on the George Washington, which carried
2,400 passengers (500 in First Class) for the eight-day voyage to
New York City. As fate or destiny would have it, trouble would begin
brewing on the eve of their departure and over lunch before they even
boarded the ship.
Jung was the last of the trio of psychoanalysts to arrive in
Bremen on August 20, 1909, and they then decided to go to lunch
at the elegant Essinghaus restaurant. Travel insurance policies
were purchased for the trip in the following amounts: Freud 20,000
Deutsche Mark and Ferenczi 10,000 Deutsche Mark. Apparently,
Freud valued his life more than the Budapest psychoanalyst did. Jung
was a teetotaler at the time, and he initially turned down the offer of
wine with the meal. However, at the encouragement of Freud, Jung

Freud, Jung, and Ferenczi leave Bremen on this ship.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol54/iss2/4
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decided to drink wine after all. In his memoirs written decades later,
Jung described the well-known lunch event in the following manner:
[i]n Bremen the much-discussed incident of Freud 's fainting
fit occurred. It was provoked-indirectly-by my interest in
the "peat-bog corpses." .. . They were bodies of prehistoric
men who either drowned in the marshes or were buried
there .... This interest of mine got on Freud's nerves. " Why
are you so concerned with these corpses?" he asked me
several times. He was inordinately vexed by the whole thing
and during one such conversation .. . he suddenly fainted.
Afterward he said to me that he was convinced that all this
chatter about corpses meant I had death-wishes toward him.
I was more than surprised by this interpretation . 13

Although a casual reader might find coincidence, serendipity,
or misfortune in this scene, most psychoanalysts believe that the
mind-and body-always must have a purpose. In other words,
there were no accidents, only unconscious clues provided for us to
dissect and analyze in an effort to uncover the hidden meaning behind
Freud's fainting. Support for this depth-oriented hypothesis, is the fact
that Freud publicly fainted hysterically five times, and twice these
psychosomatic attacks were in the presence of Jung (the other Freud
fainting spell in Jung's presence was in Munich three years later, just
before Jung and Freud parted as enemies).
Following the psychoanalytic tradition, Samuel Rosenberg in his
book Why Freud Fainted, described Freud's fainting as a psychosomatic
attack. 14 He begins with a definition of fainting by A. A. Brill who
actually escorted the psychoanalytic trio around New York City, to the
Clark University Conference, and to Niagara Falls in 1909.
Dr. A. A. Brill: Whenever a person's powerfully
repressed fears or desires are suddenly released, the
hysterical symptom (in this case, fainting) appears. The
hysterical fainter is one who, finding himself/herself unable
to face the consequences of the suddenly revealed inner
13
C. G. Jun g, Memories, Dreams, Reflections , ed . Aniela Jaffe, trans. Richard and
Clara Winston (New York , NY: Pantheon Books , 1963), 158.
14
Rosenberg, 189.
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"problem," seeks escape by falling instantly into a temporary
sleep, oblivion, simulated death called "fainting ." 15

Rosenzweig provided a somewhat different explanation from
the vantage of Freud's personal Diary: "[ w ]hether because I drank too
fast or was disturbed by the [previous] sleepless night, it happened
when I was eating the salmon I broke into a bad sweat with feeling
of faintness .... Of course, the attack was soon over." When writing
about this incident, Rosenzweig suggested that "the implication is that
the attack of fainting and his advanced age [53 years] had inspired a
patronizing attitude in Jung, which Freud resented ." 16 Furthermore,
Rosenzweig questioned the accuracy of Jung's recollection of the
fainting event, since Jung himself later admitted to being confused
regarding the peat-bog corpses in his autobiography.
This inauspicious beginning involving Freud fainting just
prior to the seven-week adventure to America exposed a crack in the
already armored relationship between Jung and Freud . Would this
event become a harbinger of future health problems for Freud? Might
any such future health issues now be perceived as signs of weakness
and vulnerability in Freud through the eyes of his two younger
companions? We now know that Freud would live another 30 years
and his ideas would still spark debate in the 21 st Century amongst
scholars and the general public, but Freud could not see his own future
or know the eventual fate of the psychoanalytic movement.
The psychoanalytic trio boarded the George Washington at
noon on Saturday, August 21. The weather according to Freud was
"cold and rainy-a dismal beginning." He finished the Diary entry
metaphorically remarking: "I wonder if it will stay that way." 17
During the eight days they spent together on the George Washington,
they went for walks on deck and had long conversations that included
interpreting each other's dreams .
As the George Washington approached the port in Hoboken ,
New Jersey, with the nearby New York City skyline in view, Freud
15
Quoted in Samuel Rosenberg, Why Freud Fainted (New York , NY: The BobbsMerrill Company , Inc., 1978), 206 .
16
Rosenzweig , 52-53 .
17
Quoted in Rosenzweig , 56.
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turned to Jung and stated, "Won't they get a surprise when they hear
what we have to say to them!" "How ambitious you are," replied Jung,
to which Freud quickly retorted, "Me? I'm the most humble of men,
and the only man who isn't ambitious." Jung replied, "That's a big
thing-to be the only one." 18 It seems reasonable to conclude that both
men were ambitious, but perhaps in different ways , since Jung was 19
years younger than Freud.
A. A . Brill met the three European psychoanalysts in
New York City. They visited Chinatown, Coney Island, Tiffany's,
Columbia University, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art together.
In Manhattan , they even saw a "moving picture" (a first for Freud and
Ferenczi). Unfortunately, the three travelers suffered from diarrhea and
stomachaches due to the ingestion of unfamiliar food and drink for which
they were not accustomed. They dealt with such digestive problems by
taking turns fasting for one day at a time. While still in New York City,
Jung alone visited the New York State Pathological Institute on Ward's
Island. The day before this, Jung walked with Freud through Central
Park and discussed dreams concerning Jews and "Aryans." 19
The visit to Columbia University is of particular interest to our
storyline. On Thursday, September 2, the group visited Dr. A. A. Brill ,
a clinical assistant at the Columbia University Psychiatric Clinic. Jung
and Freud walked outside and had a disagreement while they viewed the
Hudson River in the foreground and the impressive rock-cliff escarpment
of the Palisades (see photo on the next page) immediately across the
river in the adjacent state of New Jersey. We learn that "while looking at
the Palisades Freud suffers a personal mishap. He accidentally urinated
in his trousers and Jung helped him out of this embarrassment." 20 Bair
described how Jung took Freud back to the Hotel Manhattan in a cab
and offered analytic treatment so this problem might not occur again on
18

Ernst Fal zeder, "' A Fat Wad of Dirty Pieces of Paper ' : Freud on America, Freud
in America , Freud and America" in John Burnham , ed. After Freud Left: A Century of
Psychoanalysis in America (Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press, 2012) , 98 .
19
The latter refers to the semi-mythical early lndo-Europeans who were the
supposed ancestors of Europe 's Christian majority. The term itself has racist implications
and illustrates how deeply Jews were ostracized from mainstream society by drawing a
sharp dividin g line between Jews and Non-Jews.
20
Rosen zwei g, 64 .
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The Palisades, Hudson River.

Freud has a diurnal enuresis attack here.
the trip. 2 1 When Freud shared a dream that involved his wife (Martha)
and sister-in-law (Minna), Jung believed that he could not accurately
interpret the dream without knowing more details regarding Freud's
personal life . Freud refused the request for background information
and somewhat cryptically stated, "I cannot risk my authority." Jung
recalled in his memoirs that he felt Freud placed "personal authority
above truth" in this situation. Freud ironically employed the term
"resistance" when clients chose not to share more intimate details ,
which might uncover the true source of their neuroses.
Indeed, Jung was already more aware of the causes of his
"resistance" than Freud realized . Minna Bernays was Freud 's sisterin-law and had privately confessed to Jung about having an intimate
relationship with Freud in Vienna during May of 1907, according to
Jung's report. Most thought that when Jung later shared this fact it
was just his attempt to tarnish Freud's image. The documentation for
this event rested upon Jung's recollection (Minna's private confession
to Jung was approximately 48 years earlier) where she told him " that
21

Deirdre Bair, Jung: A Biography (Boston , MA : Little , Brown and Company,
2003), 163-65 .
22
Jung, 158 .
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Hotel Manhattan, New York.

Freud,
Jung.and
Ferenczi
slept here
in New York
City.

Freud was in love with her and that their relationship was indeed very
intimate." 23
A startling European discovery emerged just over a decade
ago, reminiscent of a dramatic detective story, supporting Jung's longheld claim. A German sociologist uncovered evidence that on August
23
John M. Billinsky, "Jung and Freud (the end of a romance)," Andover Newton
Quarterly , IO (1969): 39-43.
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13, 1898, Freud and Minna spent a two-week holiday together at the
Schweizerhaus located in Maloja, Switzerland. Freud himself signed
the hotel ledger and registered for Room 11 as "Dr. Sigm Freud ufrau"
(Dr. Sigmund Freud and wife). Freud was 42 and Miss Bernays 33
during this rendezvous in the Swiss Alps. On the date of their Alpine
arrival, Freud sent his wife, Martha, a postcard describing the glaciers,
mountains, and lakes that the two vacationers had just seen. Barry
Gale urged his readers to place this event into a larger perspective ,
since Freud and Miss Bernays took several holiday trips alone together
before and after 1898. In fact, she took up permanent residence in the
Freud household starting in 1896. 24
This revelation caused a revisionist assessment of what had
previously been known as "the Minna matter." As the increased
likelihood of a romantic triangle was further documented , such a
finding not only supports Jung's report, but also adds a further possible
explanation for Freud 's defensiveness with Jung in America. Perhaps
Blumenthal fit the critical pieces of the jigsaw puzzle story together as
he claimed that:
[ w ]hen Jung and Freud traveled to America in 1909 , Jung
said, Freud confided some dreams about Mrs . Freud and Mi ss
Bernays, but then abruptly ended the discussion , saying, ' I
could tell you more , but 1 cannot risk my authority.' 25

Markel situated Freud's possible sexual relationship with
Minna Bernays, particularly the 1898 visit to the Swiss Alpine setting,
as only one facet of Freud's addictive behavioral pattern, noting that
it was "all but certain that his depression, cocaine urges, occasional
binge drinking, sexual affairs, caustic behaviors, and emotional
absence negatively affected his wife, children, colleagues, and
friends." 26 He further stated that, "[i]t appears unlikely that Sigmund
24

Barry G. Gale, Love in Vienna : The Sigmund Freud-Minna Bernays Affair
(Santa Barbara , CA: Praeger, 20 I 6), 114 .
25
Ralph Blumenthal , " Hotel Log Hints at Illicit Des ire That Dr. Freud Didn ' t
Repress ," New York Times, December 24, 2006. https://www.nytimes.com/2006/l 2/24/
world/europe/24freud .html.
26
Howard Markel , An Anatomy of Addiction: Sigmund Freud, William Ha/sled,
and the Miracle Drug Cocaine (New York , NY: Pantheon Books, 201 I) , 226.
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used cocaine after 1896" when Freud "mapped out and composed
his best-known and most influential works .. . ." 27 It would appear
that Freud's period of experimenting with and studying the effects
of cocaine from 1884 until 1896 did not directly influence Freud's
theory building and most respected professional writing. However,
the absence of this drug in his life after 1896 might have meant that
he self-medicated and exchanged one form of pleasure for another as
an escape from depression, and such an addiction took its toll on all
his relationships.
The reader should bear in mind that cocaine use was in common
use even after Freud stopped using the drug. Goldstein, DesLauriers,
and Burda reported that "Coca-Cola did once contain an estimated
9 mg of cocaine per glass, but in 1903 it was removed" and "in the
U.S., cocaine was sold over the counter until 1916." Pharmaceutical
promotional materials boasted that cocaine "could make the coward
brave, the silent eloquent , and render the sufferer insensitive to pain." 28
Sigmund Freud was hardly alone in his personal experimentation with
cocaine, but he clearly lost favor with this drug earlier than many
other physicians and the public at large, who sought relief from the
psychological pressures of everyday life.
The issue of Sigmund Freud's possible sexual relationship with
Minna has hardly been settled as the term "Minna Wars" to describe this
well chronicled, but poorly understood, important relationship in Freud's
life suggests. Readers seeking more details on this topic might explore
the book Love in Vienna: The Sigmund Freud-Minna Bernays Affair.
Since the truth is never likely to be revealed to the satisfaction of all
concerned, we see this dilemma as an opportunity to humanize Freud.
If a love tryst with Minna was confirmed, this would support
Freud's theory that all humans are driven by primitive and passionate
id sexual impulses that are impossible to fully manage. If such a love
affair never took place and their relationship was platonic, this scenario
would support the case that a man and a woman cou ld maintain a
close emotional relationship while employing ego-strength and still
27

Markel , 226.
Rachel A. Goldstein , Carol Deslauriers , and Anthony M. Burda , "Cocaine:
History, Social Implications , and Toxicity-A Review," Disease-a-Month 55 (2009): 7.
28
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Site of the 1909 20th Anniversary Conference.
remammg celibate. We believe that either outcome or explanation
could be supported by psychoanalytic theory, and the desire to know
the truth in this instance borders upon a voyeuristic impulse within
human nature. Of course, historians of the psychoanalytic movement
have a scholarly interest in this dyadic or tri-archaic relationship to
resolve why was Freud so defensive when Jung asked him for further
personal details regarding his dream about Martha and Minna.
On the evening of September 4, A. A. Brill led the trio and
Freud's future biographer, Ernest Jones, on an overnight steamboat/
railroad trip northward on the Fall River Line, where they eventually
arrived by train in Worchester, Massachusetts, for the 20 th Anniversary
Celebration at Clark University. Freud and Jung were finally about to
share their psychoanalytic ideas in America.
The fact that Sigmund Freud was a better-known guest meant
that the first of his five lectures were delivered entirely in German without
translation; these began on September 7, the first day of the conference.
Jung's first lecture "Studies of Association and Mental Hygiene" was
presented in German on September 9. The Clark Celebration attracted
a wide audience, including psychologists such as William James and
Edward Titchner, the anthropologist Franz Boas, and members of the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol54/iss2/4
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Freud, Jung, and Ferenczi visit Niagara Falls .

Protestant clergy. A Clark University invitation was extended to the
philosopher John Dewey, but he could not attend. Also in attendance
was Emma Goldman, the anarchist and women's rights advocate known
as "Red Emma" and her anarchist husband Ben Reitman ("King of the
Hoboes"), although they were not officially invited.
G. Stanley Hall had rearranged the conference format so
that Freud was the keynote presenter. Freud described Ferenczi's
conference input and his lecture preparations as follows:
[i]n the morning, before the time had come for my
lecture to begin , we would walk together in front of the
University building and I would ask him to suggest what I
should talk about that day. He thereupon gave me a sketch
of what, half an hour later, I improvised in my lecture. In
this way he had a share in the origin of the Five Lectures. 29

Jung, Freud, and six others received honorary degrees from
29

Quoted in Imre Szecsody, "Sandor Ferenczi-the First Intersubjectivist,"
International Psychanalysis, http: //i nternationalpsychoanalysis .net/wp-content/uploads
/2010/01/SzecsodyS%C3%A lndorFerenczi.lastversiondoc.pdf, 2. This article can
also be found as lrnre Szecsody, "Sandor Ferenczi-the First Intersubjectivist ," The
Scandinavian Psychoanalytic Review 30 (2007): 31-41.
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KEENE VALLEY. '

Freud, Jung, and Ferenczi stay in the Adirondack Mountains.
Clark University on September 10, 1909 . In a letter to his wife , Jung
described this event as "a grand and festive assemblage" that possessed
"a tremendous amount of ceremony and fancy dress, with all sorts of
red and black gowns and gold-tasseled square caps ." 30
Jung took the train to Gloucester, Massachusetts , on personal
business and returned to Worcester the same day. On Sunday,
September 12th, Jung , Freud , Ferenczi , and Brill traveled by train to
Albany and west to Buffalo . The next day, they took group tours of
Niagara Falls , felt the water spray on the Maid of the Mist , and they
briefly crossed over to Canada. While viewing the Cave of the Winds
at Niagara Falls , the tour guide offered special accommodations to
Freud by yelling-out, over the din of cascading water, "Let the old
fellow go first." 3 1 It seems apparent that Freud at age 53 did not take
kindly to this thoughtless and demeaning ageism.
On September 14, Freud, Jung, and Ferenczi took the train
from Buffalo to Utica, and eventually to Lake Placid in the Adirondack
30

Jung, 367 .
Ernest Jones, Th e Life and Work of Sigmund Freud, vol. 2, 5th ed ., (New York ,
NY: Basic Books, Inc ., 1957), 58.
31
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Mountains of northern New York State to spend the night. The next
day, they traveled twenty miles by horse-drawn carriage over bumpy
roads to the Keene Valley. They spent three days at the private and
rustic Putnam Camp and slept in the "Chatterbox," one of many
log cabins on the premises. Jung played the piano and sang German
so ng s with the Putnam family hosts (who also spoke German). The
children present taught Freud and Ferenczi the board game Kroconal
(Crok inole). Freud hiked a bit, smoked cigars, and finally found the
porcupine that he had hoped to see on the trip, albeit in a prophetically
moribund state.
In a September 16 letter to his wife, Jung described the
bucolic camp setting of several small wooden cabins for sleeping
that surrounded the larger "S toop" cabin used as a social center.
The camp was located on a cleared and sloped incline with just the
tips of many huge glacial boulders visible above ground. Jung noted
the panoramic view where " through the trees you can glimpse a
mountainou s landscape , all of it forested." While Freud convalesced
from a mild appendix attack, Jung was climbing Haystack Mountain
(an elevation of 4,960 feet). Bair succinctly concluded that "Jung was
wildly enthusiastic about American culture ... Freud had little interest
in the American people or their country ..." 32 The three psychoanalysts
departed the Putnam Camp on September 18, arriving in New York
City the next day after spending the night in Albany. They were now
homeward bound and had accomplished a great deal during their 24day stay in America.
Freud and Jung provided exceptional detailed accounts of this
trip through letters back home , Freud's Diary, Jung's memoirs , and
other sources. The extant records do not offer much insight regarding
the Ferenczi viewpoint of the sojourn. We know that although Jung
and Ferenczi were similar in age, they had very different relationships
with Freud. According to Bair, "Freud worried endlessly about
everything" and Ferenczi behaved as "Freud's loyal , devoted servant
and busied himself anticipating all of his master's needs." 33 Breger

32
33

Bair, 163.
Bair, 160 .
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pointed out that Freud no longer had his wife, Martha, to structure his
life routinely while away from Vienna. 34
Since Ferenczi did not present at the Clark University
Celebration or receive an honorary degree, one wonders about his role
in the 1909 American excursion. Although Ferenczi was present while
Freud and Jung analyzed each other's dreams, we are lacking his
detailed analysis of these events in the surviving documents. Bonomi
suggested that " Ferenczi appears to have been scared and puzzled by
Freud ' s fainting spell," and during "their trip to America in 1909, " he
[Ferenczi] was a silent witness of the interpretation of dreams that
Freud and Jung exchanged while on the deck of the ship ." 35
We can however observe Freud's personal view of Ferenczi as
described to Carl Jung within the text of a letter dated September 24 ,
1910:
My traveling companion is a dear fellow , but dreamy
in a di sturbing kind of way, and his attitude toward me is
infantile. He never stops admiring me , which l don 't like , and
is probably sharply critical of me in his unconsciou s ... 36

Ferenczi succumbed to a similar fate as Jung during analysis
with Freud, also resulting in broken ties in the 1930s . Bokanowski
cited Freud and Ferenczi's "deep love and respect" for each other,
but also described complications over commitment to patients, as
"Ferenczi believed that Freud did not go far enough in his method
or give enough of himself as an analyst, including an experience
Ferenczi painfully experienced himself." 37 Readers will likely
question if the potential of one analyst analyzing another (reversing
the roles of analyst and analysand or therapist and client) held the
potential for growth or was likely to result in the tragic destruction
34

Breger, 188.
Carlo Bonomi , "The Peni s on the Trail : Re-reading th e Origin s of Psychoanalysis
with Sandor Ferenczi ," in Adrienne Harris and Steven Ku chuck , eds ., The Legacy of
Sandor Ferenczi: From Ghost to Ancestor (London : Routl edge , 2015 ), 38 .
36
McGuire, 353 .
37
Thierry Bokanowski , The Modernity of Sandor Ferenczi: His Historical
and Contemporary Importan ce in Psychoanalysis , trans. Andrew Weller (London:
Routledge , 2018) , 113 .
35
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Freud and Jung analyzed each other's dreams on deck.
of an existing relationship . Most striking here is the legitimate need
for therapists at all levels to draw upon both self-analysis and the
insights of other therapists in the mental health professions whenever
a health professional encounters difficulty with a client or in one's
personal life. It might be especially wise for health care professionals
to select to select judiciously exactly who will play this trusting role
of confidant and therapist.
On September 21, the three embark on the Kaiser Wilhelm
der Grosse for their return trip to Europe. Stormy weather during the
voyage did not prevent Freud from analyzing Jung along the way.
Bokanowski reported that "on their return from America, the tone
of the epistolary exchanges between Freud and Ferenczi became
warmer, a clear sign that the two men had established a much closer
relationship." 38 They reached Bremen on the European continent on
September 29 and Jung departed for Zurich while the other travelers
headed for their own homes. This was to be Freud's only visit to the
Western hemisphere. Jung would visit America several times after
38

Bokanowski, 10.
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1909, including giving lectures at the Fordham University Medical
School in 1912. 39

Carl G. Jung's Personal Legacy
Carl Jung's break with Freud to pursue his own ideas ,
expressive art forms (such as The Red Book), 40 and religion/ myth
can be seen as expanding psychoanalytic theory to other knowledge
domains rather than destroying or weakening the impact of Freud's
original ideas . Perhaps Freud was overly protective and defensive
regarding his ideas. Freud's somewhat rigid vantage point might have
indicated a lack of personal confidence that psychoanalytic ideas
would endure beyond his lifetime. As is the case with many other
grand theories, pessimism and optimism struggle for dominance over
time. Thus , the Freudian approach to understanding human behavior
has and will continue to go through periods of relative decline
and periods of renewal based upon empirical testing and changing
intellectual mindsets.
We ask readers to consider the following questions: What
if Freud and Jung could have maintained contact and settled their
differences? Would the psychoanalytic approach to therapy be in
wider use today? Might psychoanalytic theory be as influential as it
is today in the fields of literature, drama, and art? Would we still be
curious about the boundaries and dynamics of the unconscious and
the complex relationship between the unconscious and conscious
awareness? We think the dysfunctional relationship between Jung and
Freud might actually have inspired new horizons through application
of such ideas, and also limited the psychoanalytic movement as a
clinical method.
If Carl Jung had not split with Freud in his quest for what
psychoanalytic theory called individuation, there would have arguably
39
William A. Koelsch , "' Incredible Day-Dream ': Freud and Jung at Clark , 1909"
(Worcester, MA: The Friends of the Goddard Library, 1984) .
0
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been less focus on the idea that we can re-invent ourselves, follow
our true passions, and discover our own personal journeys to truth,
self-discovery , and meaning in life . Because of Jung's estrangement
from Freud in order to pursue his own passions and intellectual ideas ,
we see Freudian ideas expanded, rejuvenated, and applied to new
life circumstances. Jung's personal struggle to separate himself from
Freud, establish himself as an individual , and pursue the meanings of
life as he defined them was lifesaving for the Swiss psychoanalyst.
He helped us to explore and evaluate many new constructs, such as
the complexity of transference and countertransference, collective
unconscious, symbolism in art, archetypes, and synchronicity to
name just a few. Perhaps no one today would have explored these
topics as intensely, were it not for the Freud/Jung split.

Conclusion
A possible alternative title for this article might be: "Forty
Days on the Couch: The Dangers of Hidden Dark Secrets." Such a
condensation of our story would highlight broader implications of
critical issues, such as the nature of resistance, role of the unconscious,
risks associated with self-disclosure, dangers of self-analysis, structure
of the therapeutic process, relationships between client and therapist ,
etc. We conclude that it seems difficult for most people to be neutral
regarding the ideas of Jung and Freud. Psychoanalytic theory has not
only offered a method of psychotherapy, but also a theory of human
development and the unconscious/conscious tools to tap creative
human potential. The humanities and social sciences have made
constructive use of psychoanalytic ideas as applied to fields such as
art, literature, drama, criminology, advertising, etc. Even though many
of the psychoanalytic constructs are hard to define and measure, some
empirical support for defense mechanisms exists. In other words, the
influence of psychoanalytic theory has well exceeded the therapeutic
domain.
We suggest one quick and broad-scale method to judge Freud
and Jung's cultural influence upon thinking in the USA by noting Time
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magaz ine covers. Sigmund Freud appeared "alone" four different
times (1924, 1939, 1956 , and 1993 : while hi s image also appeared
with Albert Einstein and others on the Tim e cover dated March 29,
1999) and Carl G. Jung appeared "alone" on a Time cover February
14 , 1955. Clearly, thi s illu strates Freud's greater image in popular
culture compared to Jun g's .
Prior to departin g the European continent in 1909 , Sigmund
Freud had spoken of hi s desire to see a porcupine in America. This
herbivore species can attack with its quill s and is distinct from
the European hedgehog, which can roll itse lf into a ball exposing
spiny quill s for defen sive purposes . At the Putnam Camp, Freud
encountered his first porcupine , and hi s Putnam Camp ho sts even
gave him a small metal souvenir porcupine that adorned hi s office
desktop upon his return . Thi s paperweight still sits on Freud's desk
outside London in the United Kin gdom. In psyc hoanalyti c circles ,
thi s type of quest was refe rred to as "fi nding one's own porcupine."
According to Schopenh auer 's parable, two freezing porcu pines drawn
together for mutual warmth, but repelled by each other's quill s, are
tryin g de sperately to survive the harsh natural e nvironme nt. 4 1 This is
a fitting metaphor for the thorny iss ues revolvin g around Freud and
Jun g's troubled relation ship . As Freud himself put it: " No one can
tolerate a too intimate approach to hi s neighbor." 42
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